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Abstract—Text-line extraction is a key task in document analysis. Methods based on anisotropic Gaussian filtering and ridge detection have shown good results. This paper describes performance improvements to these technique based on the use of a convolution of isotropic Gaussian filter with line filters. These new filter banks are motivated by a matched filter approach to text-lines and, in addition, require fewer operations to compute. We evaluate the performance of the new filter bank in combination with ridge detection on the public DFKI-I (CBDAR 2007 dewarping contest) dataset, which contains camera-captured document images and demonstrate improvements in performance to previous state-of-the-art techniques. Keywords-Text-Line Extraction, Camera-Captured Documents, Filter Bank



I. I NTRODUCTION EXT- LINE EXTRACTION is one of the important layout analysis steps in document image understanding systems. It is a challenging task, and its difficultly is based on writing styles, scripts, digitization methods, and intensity values. In the literature, a large number of text-line finding methods are proposed [1], [2], [3]. Most of these methods are designed with certain assumptions and fail where these assumptions are not satisfied. Kumar et al. [4] demonstrated that successful page segmentation algorithms for Latin scripts [1] do not give good results for complex Indic scripts. Bukhari et al. [3] showed that text-line extraction methods for scanned document images cannot be directly used for camera-captured (warped/curled) document images. Li et al. [5] also described that the well-know layout analysis algorithms for machine-printed document images do not perform well for freestyle handwritten text-line detection. For a literature survey of text-line detection, please refer to [1] for typed-text scanned documents, [3] for typedtext camera-captured documents, and [2] for handwritten documents. We developed a text-line finding algorithm [6] applying two well-know image processing techniques: anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing [7], [8] and ridge detection[9], [10]. It was initially tested for curled text-lines detection on warped camera-captured document images [6], and then for handwritten text-lines [11]. Our ridge based
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text-line finding method can be considered as a generalpurpose text-line extraction technique that can be robustly used for a large variety of document image classes. However, it takes a large number of computational operations because of a big filter bank for document image smoothing. In this paper, we introduce a novel technique for oriented filter bank smoothing that can be used with our ridge based text-line extraction method and also for other image processing tasks. Instead of using a bank of multi-oriented, multi-scale anisotropic Gaussian filters for smoothing textlines, we can achieve nearly similar smoothing using a single isotropic Gaussian filter followed by a bank of multioriented, multi-scale line averaging filters. Our new line filter bank smoothing technique is motivated by the concept of steerable filters [12], [13]. Besides the novelty of this new filter bank smoothing technique, it requires fewer computational operations for a large number of orientations as compared to anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing technique. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Ridge based text-line finding method [6] is briefly described in Section II for the completeness of this paper. The basic concept of oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing is explained in Section III. Our new filter bank smoothing technique is described in Section IV. Performance evaluation results are discussed in Section V. Section VI presents our conclusions. II. R IDGE BASED T EXT-L INE E XTRACTION We have developed a ridge based text-line finding method [6], in which a document image is first smoothed by anisotropic Gaussian filter bank, and then text-lines are extracted over the smoothed image using ridge detection technique. The main reason of using multi-oriented, multi-scale anisotropic Gaussian filter bank approach for smoothing document images is that, a document image may contain a diversity of font sizes, text-line orientations, and spaces between characters, words and text-lines. Therefore, a single isotropic or anisotropic Gaussian filter is not sufficient for enhancing/smoothing the structure of text-lines. For a sample document image, the smoothing results of isotropic,
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Figure 1. Different possible ways of smoothing a sample camera-captured warped document image and their effects. b) Isotropic Gaussian filter smoothing (Equation 1) lost the structure of text-lines, firstly because textlines are usually horizontal in nature and secondly they are not straight. c) Anisotropic Gaussian filter smoothing, where σx > σy and θ = 0◦ in Equation 2, also lost the details of text-lines structure mainly because they are not straight. d) Gaussian filter bank smoothing enhanced text-lines structure well without mixing them with their neighboring text-lines. e) Detected ridges from the smoothed image (d) are mapped over the input image. f) Text-lines are labeled using detected ridges.



anisotropic [5] and filter bank [6] Gaussian smoothing are shown in Figures 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d), respectively. In the smoothed document image of Figure 1(d), the text-lines look like ridges. Therefore, the regions of text-lines are extracted from the smoothed image applying the ridge detection method [9]. The detected ridges are shown in Figures 1(e), and the corresponding labeled text-lines image is shown in Figure 1(f). III. BASIC C ONCEPT OF F ILTER BANK S MOOTHING Filter bank is the concept of applying a set of filters, instead of one, for a given data processing task. It is being used in computer vision for various image processing tasks, like image smoothing for enhancing multi-oriented and/or multi-scale structures [14], [8], [6]. A common way of using a set of Gaussian filters for image smoothing [14], [8], [6] is described here. The standard formulas of isotropic Gaussian and oriented anisotropic Gaussian filters are shown in Equation 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 2. a) Processing flow of image smoothing using oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter bank approach [6]. b) Toy image for illustrating the basic principle of filter bank smoothing, c) illustration of multi-oriented, multiscale Gaussian filter bank on a pixel, d) result of multi-oriented, multi-scale Gaussian filter bank smoothing.



Isotropic Gaussian filter contains a single parameter– standard deviation (σ). Oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter contains three parameters: x-axis standard deviation (σx ), y-axis standard deviation (σy ) and angle of orientation (θ). For filter bank smoothing, a set of Gaussian filters is first generated for different combinations of σx , σy and θ. The set of filters is then applied to each pixel of an input image, and a maximum filter response at each pixel is selected for the smoothed image. For blending the fine discontinuities in the smoothed image, the smoothed image can be finally processed by an isotropic Gaussian filter with a small value of standard deviation. The block diagram of Gaussian filter bank smoothing is shown in Figure 2(a). A simple toy image to illustrate the concept of Gaussian filter bank smoothing is also shown in the bottom row of Figure 2. IV. A N EW F ILTER BANK S MOOTHING T ECHNIQUE



In this paper, we would like to represent an oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter (Equation 2) by a linear combination of basic filters for implementation ease and execution time speedup. We introduce that an oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter can be approximated by a linear combination of an isotropic Gaussian filter (Equation 1) and a simple line averaging filter. Our line averaging filter is defined as a function of length (L pixels) and orientation (θ degrees) as slope of a line, and it works as follows. For a pixel (x, y) in an image, the center point of a line filter is first placed 1 (x2 + y 2 ) 1 exp{− } (1) G(x, y; σ) = over the pixel. By doing that, the line filter coincides with 2πσ 2 2 σ2 that pixel and its neighboring pixels. Now, the line averaging filter simply returns an average intensity value corresponding 1 1 (x cos θ + y sin θ)2 to all of these pixels. The line averaging filter is represented G(x, y; σx , σy , θ) = exp{− ( 2πσx σy 2 σx 2 as Avg (x, y; L, θ). 2 (−x sin θ + y cos θ) For approximating the smoothing affect of an oriented + )} (2) anisotropic Gaussian filter (G(x, y; σx , σy , θ)) on an image, σy 2



(a) Block diagram of isotropic Gaussian filter with line averaging filter bank



Figure 3. Sample results for the approximation of an oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter (G(σx , σy , θ)) using the presented linear combination of an isotropic Gaussian filter (G(σ)) and a line averaging filter (A(L, θ)). a) θ = 45◦ , b) θ = 0◦ , c) θ = −45◦ .



the image is first smoothed by an isotropic Gaussian filter (G(x, y; σ)), and then the smoothed image is processed by a line averaging filter (Avg (x, y; L, θ)). Some of approximation examples are shown in Figure 3. The concept of our filter bank smoothing using the presented combination of isotropic Gaussian filter and line averaging filter is described as follows. An input image is first smoothed by an isotropic Gaussian filter with a predefined value of standard deviation (σ). Then, a set of line averaging filters is generated with varying lengths (L) and slopes (θ). The set of line averaging filters is applied to the smoothed image, and for each pixel a maximum filter response is selected for the resulting smoothed image. The resulting image is further smoothed by an isotropic Gaussian filter with a small value of σ. The block diagram and a simple illustration of our new filter bank smoothing technique are shown in Figure 4. In contrast to anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing technique, it is interesting to note that our new filter bank smoothing method requires a single isotropic Gaussian filter followed by a set of line averaging filters. A sample camera-captured document and it corresponding smoothed text-lines results for anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing and our new line filter bank smoothing are shown in Figure 5. The corresponding detected ridges on the smoothed images are also shown in this figure. It is clearly visible that our smoothing technique enhances the text-lines structure and helps in finding the regions of textlines through ridge detection approach similar to anisotropic Gaussian smoothing. It is, however, important to note that the outputs of both smoothing methods may not be exactly the same, even for similar parameter settings. To compare the computational complexities of the filter bank approaches (oriented anisotropic Gaussian filters and newly presented oriented line averaging filters), we consider their basic implementations without any optimization. Computational complexity of a filter bank, with F number of oriented anisotropic Gaussian filters of W ×W window size, for an N ×N image is equal to O(F ×W 2 ×N 2 ). Similarly,



(b) Isotropic Gaus- (c) Line filter (d) Smoothed imsian smoothing bank age Figure 4. a) Processing flow of image smoothing using our new line filter bank smoothing technique. b) The toy image (Figure 2(b)) after Isotropic Gaussian filter smoothing. c) illustration of multi-oriented, multi-scale line averaging filters on a point, d) result of our line filter bank smoothing technique.



computational complexity of a isotropic Gaussian filter of W × W window size with a set of F number of oriented line averaging filters of L pixels, for an N ×N image is equal to O(W 2 × N 2 + F × L × N 2 ). This means, comparatively a large number of computational operations are required for oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter bank than our new line averaging filter bank. V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION In this paper, we evaluate the performance of ridge based text-line finding method for the presented filter bank smoothing technique on DFKI-I (CBDAR 2007 dewarping contest) dataset [15], and compared its performance with other state-of-the-art methods. DFKI-I dataset contains 102 grayscale and binarized document images of pages from several technical books captured by an off-the-shelf handheld digital camera in a normal office environment. Document images in this dataset consist of warped text-lines. Here, performance evaluation of a text-line finding method is based on vectorial performance evaluation metrics presented in Shafait et al. [1]. Our new line filter bank smoothing technique mainly contains three free parameters; σ for an isotropic Gaussian smoothing, and a set of L and θ for line averaging filters. The value of σ and the range of values of L can be selected automatically for a binary document image using connected components statistics, such as σ = σr × hcc and L = Lrs × wcc → Lre × wcc (where σr and Lrs and Lre are the relative values with respect to median height (hcc ) and median width (wcc ) , respectively). The range of values of θ can be selected empirically. If target documents do not contain a large variety of font sizes like DFKI-I dataset, single value can be selected for L = Lr × wcc instead of a range of values. Similarly, if target documents do not contain



Figure 5. A sample camera-captured document image and it corresponding text-line detection results for our previous anisotropic Gaussian filter bank and new line filter bank smoothing methods. Column 1: sample image, Column 2: result of anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing. Column 3: result of ridge detection on the smoothed image in column 2. Column 4: result of line filter bank smoothing. Column 5: result of ridge detection on the smoothed images in column 4.



Figure 6. Text-line detection accuracy (Po2o ) of the presented method for different values of its free/tunable parameters (σr and Lr ).



different direction of curls, single value can also be selected for θ. For the grayscale document images, values of the free parameters can be selected empirically. For DFKI-I binary document dataset, we have tested our presented method for different values of Lr and σr with a empirically selected range of values for θ = ±5◦ as shown in Figure 6. The optimized values of σr and Lr for the dataset are 0.5 and 2.5, respectively. Textline detection accuracy of the new method in comparision with our previous method [6], rule-based [16], and nearest neighbor based [17] methods are shown in Table I. For grayscale documents of DFKI-I dataset, text-line detection accuracy of new and previous methods with optimized values of their free parameters are also shown in Table I. The vectorial performance evaluation metrics, which are shown in Table I, help in analyzing the performance of these text-lines detection methods in detail. Our new method has achieved the best one-to-one text-line detection accuracy for both binary (93.79%) and grayscale (92.75%) document images. We have also conducted a controlled experiment for analyzing the execution times of anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing and line filter bank smoothing methods. In this experiment, we have used the same number of filters and similar range of values of parameters for both of them.



The ridge based text-line extraction method with anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing (without any computational optimization) takes around 17 min. per image on the DFKII dataset, where the size of an image is approximately 8 Mega pixels. On the other hand, the ridge based method with our new line filter bank smoothing technique (also without any computational optimization) takes around 3.24 min. per image. The machine, that was used for the execution time analysis, had following specifications: 2.53 GHz processor and 40 GB RAM with Linux (Ubuntu) operating system. This means, our new filter bank smoothing technique is competitively faster than oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing. The execution time of oriented anisotropic Gaussian smoothing can be reduced by using fast implementations of anisotropic Gaussian filter [7], [8], and the execution time of line averaging filter bank smoothing can also be reduced by using integral images [18].



VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have introduced a novel oriented line filter bank smoothing technique for our ridge based textline finding method [6], in contrast to oriented anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing. Our new line filter bank smoothing is a linear combination of an isotropic Gaussian filter and a set of simple line averaging filters. We evaluated our line filter bank smoothing technique with ridge based text-line finding method for extracting text-lines on DFKI-I (CBDAR 2007 dewarping contest) dataset [15]. As shown in Table I, we have achieved better one-to-one text-line finding accuracy for ridge based method with the presented line filter bank smoothing as compared to state-of-the-art methods. Our new filter bank smoothing technique also requires comparatively fewer computational operations than anisotropic Gaussian filter bank smoothing. The presented line filter bank smoothing technique can also be used in various other image smoothing and segmentation related computer vision applications.



Table I P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE PRESENTED METHOD IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE - OF - THE - ART METHODS ON DFKI-I (CBDAR 07 DEWARPING CONTEST ) DATASET [15] BY USING VECTORIAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS [1]: Ng : GROUND - TRUTH COMPONENTS ; Ns : SEGMENTED COMPONENTS ; No2o : ONE - TO - ONE MATCHED COMPONENTS ; Nf alarm : FALSE ALARMS ; Nuseg : UNDERSEGMENTATIONS ; Noseg : OVERSEGMENTATIONS ; Nucomp : UNDERSEGMENTED COMPONENTS ; Pucomp = Nucomp /Ng ; Nocomp : OVERSEGMENTED COMPONENTS ; Pocomp = Nocomp /Ng ; Nmcomp : MISSED COMPONENTS ; Pmcomp = Nmcomp /Ng ; Po2o = No2o /Ng : ONE - TO - ONE SEGMENTATION ACCURACY; Performance Evaluation Metrics Algorithm



Ng
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No2o
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Pucomp %



Pocomp %



Pmcomp %



Po2o %



Nearest-Neighbor modified [17] (binary)



3091



3293



2753



4264



103



241



3.20%



7.02%



0.03%



89.07%



Rule-Based [16] (binary)



3091



2924



2816



785



57



682



1.81%



21.71%



4.43%



91.10%



Ridge with Anisotropic Gaussian Filter Bank [6] (binary)



3091



3041



2820



2041



118



90



3.46%



2.46%



0.71%



91.23%



Ridge with Anisotropic Gaussian Filter Bank [6] (gray)



3091



3032



2818



1690



113



74



3.46%



2.23%



0.65%



91.17%



Ridge with Line Filter Bank (binary)



3091



3204



2894



2062



59



194



1.49%



3.66%



0.71%



93.63%



Ridge with Line Filter Bank (gray)



3091



3133



2867



1826



70



136



1.81%



3.98%



0.78%



92.75%
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